Community Impact Statement

At its regularly scheduled General Board Meeting, the Foothill Trails District Neighborhood Council voted \( \boxed{14} \) yes, \( \boxed{0} \) no, \( \boxed{0} \) abstain to SUPPORT Council Motion 14-0925. This NC along with Sun Valley Area Neighborhood Council, border on a compact area that accommodates the most trash and recycling companies in the City and will be substantially impacted by the new RFP program which will be in addition to the expanding existing industry.

The Working Group, as referenced in the Motion, have been involved with Zoning and Conditional Use Permits for the various businesses for over a decade and have been the principle group of community watchdogs for creating the best environmental and professional standards for these companies to practice. As this little section of the North East Valley hits the standards for an Environmental Justice Zone it is critical that the ‘best practices’ be required for the new City program. Input by those who have lived with all the downsides of dumps and trash recycling and have spent hundreds of hours trying to improve life for those living nearby should be utilized to the greatest degree as possible. (4 out of the 6 active working Group members live within the FTDNC district and several within a mile of the businesses.)

Thank you,

Kevin Davis, President FTDNC

Cc: Councilmember Nury Martinez
Councilmember Felipe Fuentes
Jim Dantona
Ashley Padilla
Claudia Rodriguez
Wesly Hernandez
William E. Eick SHPOA
Dave DePinto SHPOA